Caption Competition
Come up with funniest caption for this photo tonight and win a bottle of wine.
Write your caption on a slip provided and post it in the competition box.
Good Luck! - One entry per person please.

Judging will be performed by the Editor, with help from the committee and the
winning caption will be announced at the end of the evening.
September’s caption winner was John Morgan with

“Er, yeah the SatNav says the
A659 is here !”
Please send your photos, electronic or hard copy (which will be returned) to the
Editor for selection in next month’s edition.
P.S. Please don’t send images sourced from publications / the Internet, as they
are Copyright protected and SAM can’t afford the law suit!
Picture provided by Rob Day. If you would like your picture here please send
them in.
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Chairman’s Chat
Welcome to the November edition of the SAM
Observer magazine.
I can hardly believe that we now have just over 5
weeks to Christmas. Where has the year gone?
Therefore next month will be the annual SAM
Christmas Party. Please note the event will be on
Tuesday 14th December and not the 3rd Tuesday
of the month. As always it will be open to family
and friends and if you haven’t yet got your tickets
you can contact John Sillett by email at
john.sillett@clearscore.co.uk or phone him on
01473 219488.
For January’s group night (Tuesday 18th January) we have the long distance
adventure motorcyclist Austin Vince presenting to us. This is going to be a very
popular event and we have already had enquiries from non-members wishing to
attend. As SAM is covering the cost from club funds the entrance fee for
members will be the usual £1 but for non-members the fee will be £3. Still a
bargain to listen to one the most entertaining speakers on the motorcycle scene.
Another event taking place in January is the SAM Karting Grand Prix. Martin
Andrew has secured a deal of just £25 per person which is almost half price.
There are a few spaces left and so if you wish to take part please register on the
website Forum under “Ride Outs & Events” or contact Martin on 01473 614057.
February's group night (Tuesday 15th) is the AGM. If you would like to be on the
committee, or would like to nominate someone, then please see any one of the
existing committee members for details. We are also looking for a new “minute
taker” and so if you are interested in fulfilling this role please let me know.
As mentioned last month, we will be starting the AGM at 19:30 sharp because as
soon as the formalities are out of the way the evening will be dedicated to the
Annual SAM Quiz, one of the most enjoyable evenings on the SAM calendar.
Have a good month and I look forward to seeing many of you at the Christmas
Party.

Richard.
The SAM Observer November 2010
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Secretary’s
Scribbles
November 2010
As I watch the last but one Moto GP race of the
season (and what races the Moto 2 and 125
classes provided), I’m starting to think of what
rides I might make in 2011. It’s been a few years since I saw a foreign Moto GP
race or World Superbike round and maybe 2011 is time to put that right. (But
then again I did say I’d go back to Ireland for some “real” road racing too). I’m
sure many of you are perhaps thinking of similar rides, either abroad of maybe
here in Britain. How are the plans going? Do you need advice? (I do). So may I
make a suggestion…although group nights are always a good place to meet and
plan both inside and outside SAM events, it’s not always possible to mix as much
as you like, due to both the room setup (we need the tables out for the meals) or
having to obviously show speakers respect.
What I am suggesting is a separate non group night to meet and chat about plans
for next year. I suggest a pub in Ipswich town centre, so those of us who like a
pint or two can get the bus home (unlike Fynn Valley) and the prices might be a
little lower as well. Unless anyone else has a better suggestion, may I suggest that
we meet at the Lloyds Tavern in Lloyds Avenue, Ipswich. I was in there a few
months ago and thought the beer range was fairly good. As for a time, how about
Friday 27th. November, any time after 19.00? Bring your maps! Don’t let me be
there on my own!
The karting evening suggested at the last group night (and on the forum) has gone
down exceptionally well, with a date made for Tuesday 25th. January 2011. You
never know, if this event goes down well, then it might become an annual event.
Even if you’re not racing, then please come over and support the drivers with
cheers (or jeers). I’ll be putting more information on the SAM forum and in my
article here, next month.
Finally it’s time to start thinking about the 2011 SAM AGM, due to be held on
Tuesday 15th. February 2011. The IAM rules state that at least one third of the
committee must resign and it may be that not all of us will put ourselves forward
for re-election. It’s always good to get new blood into an organisation, so if
you’re curious to find out what the members of your committee do (we all have
at least one job), then please do not hesitate to find one of us for an informal chat
(maybe over a pint at the Lloyds Tavern meeting, mentioned above).
Kind regards,
The SAM Observer November 2010
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SAM Christmas Party
This year’s SAM Christmas Party is taking place on
Tuesday 14th December.
The itinerary for the evening is a three course
Christmas meal followed by music. There will also be the
chance to win prizes, by way of an inter-table quiz.
This is a ticket only event to which all members and
their guests are welcome.
Tickets are priced at £18 per person.
Final numbers must be known by the end of November so
please purchase your tickets as soon as possible to
disappointment. Tickets can be collected on the door on the night.
Purchase your tickets from

avoid

John Sillett
37 Bishops Hill
Ipswich
IP3 8EW
01473 219488

Cheques only please payable to: ‘Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists’, on
group night or posted to arrive before the 30th November:

Starter
Butternut Squash and Coconut Soup
Main Courses
Traditional Roast Turkey with Chipolata
Stuffing
Dessert
Traditional Christmas
Pudding with Brandy
Sauce
Coffee
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IAM Test Passes
This month six members have passed their advanced test.
Congratulations to:
Steve Cook
Chris Raine
Tim Harrington
Colin Webb
Graeme Mortimer
Steve Studd

his observer was
his Observer was
his observer was
his observer was
his observer was
his observer was

Ray Spreadbury & Derek Barker
John Morgan
Tony Chyc
Luke Milbourne
Steve Milbourne
Ruth Elmer

When you pass your advanced test please let Derek Barker or Susan Smith know.

New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new associate members:
Roksana Radomska
Derek Bailey Mike Rauch
Barry Beddall
Bruce Cameron-Laker
Andrew Sterling
Steve Lowry
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
we will put that right

SAM LUCKY LOTTERY
A great chance to get next years (renewal) SAM membership for free. All you
need to do is turn up on club nights, write your name on the attendance sheet
(having paid your £1 entry) when you come in. Random numbers will be drawn
out on the night. Each name is numbered on the entrance sheet. If your numbers
are drawn out you are the winner (so long as your membership is paid up for this
year).
Lucky Winners to date:
May 2010
Richard Tyler
June 2010
Mike Illingworth
July 2010
Roy Clouter
August 2010
No draw taken
September 2010
Rosina Dunham
October 2010
Bill Dunham
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Thirteen countries in
thirteen days!
Well it all began back in 2008 when Roger (Cambridge IAM) and I decided to
visit the Dracula Motorcycle Rally in Turda, Transylvania, then carry on south to
Bulgaria, Greece, then back home via Italy. Unfortunately, deadlines set by the
rally and other arrangements prevented us from seeing many of the attractions of
Eastern Europe therefore we vowed one day to return and do a similar trip but by
a largely different route.
In the intervening 2009, we travelled the coastline of the whole of Scandinavia,
reaching as far north as 400 or so miles beyond the Arctic Circle. In northern
Lapland I was rammed from behind by a fellow traveller incurring fairly
extensive damage to both bikes and causing us to limp back south just a few
miles short of reaching our objective of Tromso, then The Northern Cape. But
Scandinavia lacked the “adventure” qualities of Eastern Europe so off we headed
once again to Harwich and the Hook of Holland on Wednesday, 1 September
2010, courtesy of the Stena midnight crossing.
Roger’s bike is a lovely 1993 BMW R100GS PD (Paris Dakar). I was on my
R1200GS Adventure.
Dave Hovells, SAM member, was also intending to travel with us this year but
literally minutes before leaving for the ferry the ‘phone rang. His partner,
Karen’s dad had been rushed into Bury hospital with a suspected heart attack! So
Dave headed off in one direction and Roger and I the other. The good news is
that the problem was not nearly as bad as first suspected and Dad pulled round
ok.
After around two or so hours negotiating the docks then massive traffic
congestion around Rotterdam we headed off across Holland then into Germany.
Because of the delays our intended first stop, Prague, needed to be revised to a
more
realistic
Dresden.
Dresden’s a fabulous city,
faithfully restored after WW2
Prague
to its former magnificence. I
recall riding out of Dresden in
2008 and seeing a sign at the
side of the road proclaiming
“Erotic Car Wash”! …. and
we
were
on
damned
motorbikes!
The SAM Observer November 2010
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This time we skirted Dresden and stopped at a motel for an early start to Prague
first thing the following morning. Prague is a magnificent but chaotic city with
killer trams and motorists to match. After a walk and a coffee we rode around
the old city before heading off north-east to Brno of MotoGP fame via a 20 or so
mile traffic jam. Brno was seen to be a forest of high-rise flats so we gave that a
miss and stopped over at a very seedy motel/restaurant sporting a particularly
dubious menu of white slabs of something or other which the locals seemed to be
tucking into with relish!
Leaving the Czech Republic we continued north-east towards Osweciem
(Auschwitz), Poland. The Auschwitz-Birkenau complex is huge. Guided tours
take around 5 hours. In 2008 we visited Auschwitz main camp but didn’t have
the time to take in Birkenau, situated around 3km away. Birkenau is probably
more readily referred
to as “Auschwitz”
Auschwitz-Birkenau
and is remembered
for its red brick
railway arch through
which an estimated
1.5 million people
passed into the camp
but never to leave.
Birkenau is massive,
extending as far as
the eye can see in all
directions.
It
contained around (we guessed) 800 huts, each housing 1400 people at its worst.
The gas chambers and crematoria are still there though in ruins having been
blown up by the fleeing SS. The camp was constructed on the flood plains of the
River Sola and a damp, eerie atmosphere shrouds the complex in an appropriately
sombre spectacle. You cannot fail to be moved by Birkenau.
We stopped overnight
near Krakow; again a
magnificent city visited
in 2008. Then it rained
and rained in Biblical
proportions.
In the
morning Roger’s bike
wouldn’t start.
The
starter clicked but failed
to turn the engine. And
so we tried the kickstart
peculiar to the PD
The SAM Observer November 2010
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models. But even standing with full weight on the kickstart wouldn’t turn the
engine. The engine showed all the symptoms of having seized but surely not; it
was fine on arriving at the hotel the previous evening. And so we removed the
spark plugs. One side was fine but when the other plug was removed an
estimated half pint or so of water flooded out of the spark plug hole! The engine
was obviously hydraulically locked by ingress of rainwater. Roger’s bike’s fitted
with non-standard (Mikuni) carburettors which seemed to be taking in rainwater
at either the cable access to the carb, or the air hose connections, or both.
Pumping the kickstart produced further splurts of water, following which the
plugs were re-fitted then the bike fired up straight away. But for the rest of that
day the PD steamed like a kettle until all traces of water had cleared. So if
someone tells you they’ve flooded their engine…….
Both bikes thereafter were faultless throughout though Roger did decide to buy a
bike cover to avert any repetition.
From Poland and into Slovakia we passed an abandoned Russian tank close to the
border. Another half mile and then another Russian tank! And then a German
Tiger tank! This place has certainly seen some action; not least in the form of an
earthquake encountered a handful of miles further on. The main road was
literally ripped apart for a length of 300 or so yards. Apparently there had been a
series of minor earthquakes the previous week across Slovakia and Poland and it
looks like we found one of them!
Keen to find somewhere to stay we were amazed to find that each and every hotel
encountered in Slovakia was closed. We pulled up outside yet another darkened
hotel at fortunately the same time as a car driven by the people who owned the
place. We were told that today is a public holiday when everything in Slovakia is
closed. All hotels will be open again tomorrow. But the lady of the house took
pity on us and opened the hotel and dining room for us. She cooked us a
beautiful meal from what she “had in”. The Slovakian people are lovely. We
had similar experiences on our previous visit.
Slovakia. The Russians are coming!
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In Poland we were
warned by a hotel
receptionist not to
visit The Ukraine.
“People there have
guns. They will kill
you for the bikes”.
The
receptionist
produced a Ukranian
guest who told us
pretty much the same.
We’d heard stories
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about the Ukranian police who stop Westerners for no reason and demand
immediate payment of fines but nothing about being shot. We were advised to
take several packs of Marlborough cigarettes as payment in lieu of money. So
we decided not to go - but ended up there anyway.
Garmin and also paper maps it seems are less than accurate or complete in the far
reaches of Eastern Europe and we found ourselves heading into The Ukraine
instead of Hungary. The two borders are very close and we ended up crossing
the wrong one. But having passed through the Slovakian part of the border we
decided that we’d try The Ukraine and drop down into Hungary from there. That
was until a Ukrainian soldier with a large gun told us that borders into Hungary
were closed and we’d need to head east towards the Black Sea before dropping
down into Eastern Romania. And so we decided to exit The Ukraine within a
few feet of entering! So back we went from the Ukrainian side to the Slovakian
border where despite having come through only 20 minutes earlier, we had our
luggage searched and documents examined in minute detail. At least our luggage
was spared the dogs which were crawling through many of the cars and vans.
We found the crossing into Hungary which took us through the usual (for
Hungary) bland terrain and then into Romania and its beautiful mountainous
roads running parallel with The Ukraine. The road surfaces encountered weren’t
too bad except for wet cobbles on each of the tight mountain bends. We also
encountered Romanian White Van Man who’s perhaps even more scary than our
ones; driving around 6 feet behind the bikes but refusing to overtake even though
waved through. I think it was a game to add interest to an otherwise boring day.
Next stop was the northern Romanian village of Sapanta. Sapanta is famous for
its carved and brightly painted wooden headstones. The village churchyard
contains over 800 of them, mostly carved by one man between the 1930’s and
1980s. Each of the head”stones” depicts a scene of either the deceased’s life or
death. Most are pictures of shepherds or
soldiers and the like but a few are quite
bizarre. One shows a picture of a little
girl aged three being hit and killed by a
car; another man was shot by a
Hungarian soldier. But another depicts a
man either stealing or doing something
peculiar with sheep who’s caught in the
act by a policeman and is promptly
beheaded!
Another shows a young
woman totally naked except for panties
and angel wings being watched by
leering men. Presumably the deceased
was either a stripper or a prostitute! No
escaping a chequered past here it seems!
The SAM Observer November 2010
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A stop in Satu Mare in Northern Romania brought us back to probably the 20th
century. In the hotel bathroom there was a brass plaque attached to the wall
above the toilet warning that we are being watched on CCTV! How bizarre is
that?
We headed south towards Cluj Napoca through which we’d passed two years
previously. We stopped on the way for lunch at a picturesque café newly built of
wood with a stream actually running through the eating area. The menu was in
Romanian with no translation. So we guessed. Soup arrived which seemed to be
a reasonable choice. But the soup was a dark yellow; the colour of bile. It tasted
very sour; in fact like bile. Then we found lumps of white tripe-type meat and
meaty tubes at the bottom of the dish so thought we’d better try get some idea of
what we’d bought. The waitress didn’t speak much English but knew enough
words to describe this as “bowel soup”! We drank our coffee and left.
We survived the murderous trams and trolley buses in Cluj and headed south to
Turda where two years ago we’d stayed at the “Dracula’s Castle Hotel”. It’s a
weird place but spotlessly clean with excellent food and reputed to be the best
hotel in Romania. It’s impossible to describe the hotel and do it justice but it’s
exactly how Hollywood would expect Dracula’s castle to be, except for no
cobwebs. But we had a good meal there and a good night’s sleep so off we went
again, heading further south, the following morning.
Destination Bulgaria but before that lay the daunting spectacle of the Fagaras
mountains. During Ceausescu’s time as dictator he was apparently paranoid
about the Russians invading Romania from the north therefore he built an escape
route across the Fagaras mountains to take him south into Bulgaria. The scenery
from the Transfagaras is equal to anything the Alps have to offer but the road
surfaces are appalling, even by Romanian standards. To be fair, the road on the
north side of the range isn’t bad, save for the several places where part of the
road has slipped several thousands of feet into the distant valley below.
Sometimes the slide takes away up to half the width of the road for which the
Romanians provide warning by placing a single traffic cone by the edge of the
precipice. But the road from the peak to the south needs to be seen to be
believed. It’s impossible to describe how bad it is so I won’t bother to try.
Suffice it to say that two years ago my original issue Showa suspension, front and
rear, disintegrated to such a degree that I rode all the way back home on a bike
resembling a pogo stick. The replacement Ohlins stood up to it ok except that the
front damper was overheating to the extent that the front end stiffened but
recovered once left to cool. So don’t try the Transfagaras on cheap suspension!
But we think we did see a black bear crossing the road some way ahead on the
slopes of the Fagaras which was great. There’s thousands, probably millions of
stray dogs in Romania and it’s possible that our bear might have been a large
black woolly dog with an awkward gait. But I prefer to think it was a bear!
The SAM Observer November 2010
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From the mountain peak the appalling road extends for about 30 miles down to
the town of Curtea de Arges. Before there we stopped for the night at a hotel on
the southern slopes where again we were served with bowel soup which we
didn’t order. Next morning I jumped out of bed and realised I’d been bitten head
to toe by bedbugs! Hundreds of the things each with bowel soup coloured
blisters! Time to get the hell out of there!
Curtea de Arges
is interesting in
that a couple of
miles north of the
town is Vlad
(Dracul)
the
Impaler’s actual
castle. There’s a
tourist version of
Vlad’s castle at
Bran but the one
at Curtea is the
genuine article.
The problem was that we couldn’t find it. The guide books say that it’s
approached by a long and very badly maintained (!) track to the foot of the

Fagaras mountains, Romania
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mountains where anyone wishing to visit the ruins then needs to climb 1400 steps
to get to the top.
The fact was that we weren’t too bothered that we couldn’t find the castle as we
neither fancied the track nor the 1400 steps! But just imagine struggling your
way to the top to see dear old Vlad in his heyday to be then impaled for your
trouble!
But this sums up Romania precisely. National treasures such as the Fagaras or
Vlad’s castle would be exploited to the extreme by almost any country other than
Romania. The castle would undoubtedly be the site of a theme park with
chairlifts to the top and giant Hollywood interpretations of Vlad depicted in the
process of impaling. But not in Romania.
By-passing Bucharest we headed south towards the Danube along country lanes
with the fascinating spectacle of rural Romanians exercising their family’s one
and only cow; or ploughing the fields by oxen, or true Romanian gypsies sitting
huddled around camp fires with their carts and caravans parked in a circular
pattern, Wild West style. Sounds romantic but you certainly wouldn’t want to
stop to ask them the way!
Into Giorgiu then over the vast Danube into Bulgaria. Northern Bulgaria’s quite
nice and certainly more 21st century than Romania. Veliko Tarnovo is the
medieval capital of Bulgaria and today is a prosperous university town.
Prosperous apart from the flocks of Trabants and Ladas that is. VT is build
precariously on the side of a massive river gorge. There’s thousands of tiny
cobbled squares and alleyways and beautiful stone built houses with orange
pantile roofs. The one
blot on the landscape is
huge and ugly Soviet
hotel which is still open
for trade but should
really be demolished.
We spent a very
civilised and enjoyable
evening in VT. I’ve
been there before and
I’ll happily go there
again.

More to follow next month..
The SAM Observer November 2010
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Motorcycle Dexterity
& Control Days
(a.k.a. Slow Riding Days)
For every motorcycle spill that makes the local papers, there are many more
which never get much publicity. How many of you in your time riding have
never struggled to keep your bike upright while manoeuvring in a parking area,
or had to take a big dab with either foot while negotiating queues of commuter
traffic? Not many (if any). Very often in these situations the rider grabs a
handful of front brake, shortly followed by the resulting sound of expensive
plastic and metal making contact with the ground.
The SAM MD&C Days give you the opportunity to practice the art of riding a
motorcycle slowly, and to learn the techniques that will help you do it.
This year the venue will be the playground of Sidegate Primary School, Sidegate
Lane, Ipswich. IP4 4JD (Map in the Calendar on the SAM website).
Please contact the Senior Observer to book your place for the date you are
interested in attending.
Date
Saturday 27th November

Time
13:00

Senior Observer
Derek Barker 01473 327555

Each session starts promptly at the stated time and lasts up to 4 hours depending
on numbers attending.

Please bring a drink and something to eat
as we will have a break and there are no
cafés nearby.
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December’s Breakfast Run
Singing Kettle,
35 High Street,
Walton-on-Naze,
CO14 8BG

Ride coordinator – TBA
Meet at Tesco, Copdock, Ipswich at 9.30 am
Leave Tesco travelling East towards Felixstowe on A14.
Exit A14, onto the A137 towards Manningtree.
At Manningtree, Roundabout take 1st exit onto the B1352.
Continue to follow B1352.
At A120 straight over Roundabout staying on B1352.
Turn right onto B1414. Continue to follow the B1414.
Turn left onto B1034 towards Kirby-le-Soken / Walton.
In Walton, at X roads, Turn left into ‘High Street.
The cafe approx. 100yds on the left.
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Who do you think you are…….
The committee came up with an idea of a survey which is just for fun. The idea is
that over the next few months the club can learn about the club’s members. So
feel free to fill in the form and send it to the Editor and get it published in the
magazine. Also add your own question which can be added to the list for next
month’s issue.

Name along with photo,
Occupation,
Been a member of SAM since....,
Best thing about belonging to SAM.
First bike ridden and when.
Current bike(s).
Best bike ever ridden.
Worst bike ever ridden.
Favourite road, (home & abroad).
Favourite drink, food, TV show etc.
Hobbies.
If you could change one law, what would it be.
Person you admire most.
Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike.
What is the silliest bike-related thing you've ever done.
Where would you like to retire to, if you could go tomorrow.
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the vehicle
at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group activities and that
the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist cannot and do not accept any
liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to vehicle occurring in
the course of any rally or other event organised by the Group. Any member
attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own risk and must maintain
their own insurance to cover any said injury to person or damage to vehicle and
must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road tax, insurance and MOT
certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committees
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group
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An article based on this SAM Forum post has appeared in our new monthly
column in the East Anglian Daily Times & Evening Star newspapers (and related
publications). Words by Rob Day & graphics by Mike Roberts.
Night riding is not difficult but it is different. Let’s assume that we are talking to
riders of an advanced ability, which is where this was first posted. That way we
won’t be bogged down with stuff like basic bike control.
There are many things to consider before you venture out in the dark, firstly its
always colder at night except on those odd rare occasions mid-summer when its
pleasantly warm, so you need to be dressed accordingly, remembering that the
longer you are out the colder you will get. Know your journey time. The colder
you get your body will try to keep the core alive by shutting down the extremities
i.e. your pinkies and more important the ability to concentrate.
Next you should realise that most of what you apply during the daytime with
regard to Roadcraft is out of the window.
You won’t be positioning for a view, especially when its pitch black. You can
only see as far as your headlight dip or main beam lights up. The answer to this is
as for any hazard when you can’t see, reduce speed.
So you will be going slower, you may have on extra layers and you are far better
off using the centre marking lines as a guide to where the road is going and not
using the nearside verges as they tend to disappear or deceive at night.
You can use hedge and tree lines to give you a clue to direction on a moonlit
night but to a lesser degree than during the day. Rear lights on vehicles in front
can give a really good idea what’s happening up ahead, BUT don’t follow them
too closely, you don’t want to follow a car through a hedge, and that’s when cars
etc. mostly go through hedges.
Headlights coming the other way can be a good indicator but be careful of the
late dippers, don’t retaliate unless you cannot see at all. Never assume a single
light is another bike there are lots of vehicles out there with only one light
working and you won’t know if its nearside or offside, try hard to not look
directly at oncoming headlights the light can be spread by dirty or scratched
visors and even more so if it’s wet, foggy (not good) or even snowing (not good
either). Fog and snow can disorientate a motorcyclist very quickly at night if you
happen to be unfortunate enough to be caught in that situation.
Make sure your headlight is adjusted correctly and if it is you still need to be
aware that suspension movement can blind oncoming traffic or send the wrong
signal if it’s mistaken for a flash when you go over bumps etc. If you carry a
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passenger at night you will almost certainly have to re adjust your headlight and
the extra weight will cause suspension movement to be increased and give your
light even bigger highs and lows.
Most modern bikes have reasonable headlights and I think you should work with
what you’ve got, there are many brighter options out there, extra lights, high
wattage bulbs, High intensity bulbs. Personally I think headlights on a lot of
particularly high end vehicles are way too bright, which could be blindingly
distracting to other road users or allow their drivers to drive beyond their night
driving ability. It’s nice to be able to see as much as possible but there is a limit
ie; it’s actually dark and it’s not really a rally section with no one coming the
other way. The only thing I like is extra lights to give wider nearside vision.
Try not to follow other vehicles too closely as your bouncing headlight will be a
grim distraction, you should be able to judge where you beam extremities are and
keep them below the vehicle in fronts rear windows. This gives you a good
reasonable safety gap as well, depending on the speed of the traffic.
As with daytime riding a decent safety
gap is crucial because at night there are
lots of wild things running around that
have no road sense. The most serious of
those are likely to be deer, foxes and
badgers. If you are unfortunate enough to
hit one of these solid muscle, unlit
critters you will almost certainly be
thrown off, and in most cases the
offending critter will gather its senses
and run off leaving you in a very
vulnerable position i.e. laying in the road
in the dark (not good).
Remember good observation is just as
important at night, it may not be as far
reaching as your daytime riding but coupled with high levels of concentration and
reduced velocity can give you equally safe riding.
There is probably lots more to add to this but these are probably the main criteria.
I would be happy to take a class room session and even an on road session if
there is enough interest. It would definitely not be observing but it may serve as a
chance to experience what may be discussed during the classroom session.
Hope this helps a bit.
Who am I to tell you how to do it? Well as a veteran of many many National
Rally excursions which is basically a 500 mile right through the night map
reading exercise, I think I can help on this subject. I still regard night riding as
one of motorcycling’s great challenges, to be not just endured but to be relished.
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Membership Fees for 2011
Full Member £20.00
Associate £139 - Skills for Life
Includes the current issue of “How to be a Better Rider” and your IAM Test fee
for new members.
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Joint Full Members £23.00
Membership entitles you to 1 Newsletter per couple and to attend monthly Group
meetings which will encompass both riding and safety techniques, speaker on
interesting and varied subject, Group rides at weekends and evenings and the
fellowship of like-minded people.
Please support us by renewing and helping the Group to flourish in the
cause of safer motorcycling.

For Sale and Wanted
You can also post your sales and view items wanted on the SAM Forum
under ‘BUY & SELL’ - ‘For Sale and Wanted’.
Just visit the SAM website and follow ‘Extras’ – ‘SAM Forum’.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/
All adverts will be valid for one month, If the editor is not told the following
month that the item is still for sale the advert will be removed. Send your
classified items to the Editor, contact details on page 3.
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
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FOR SALE
KTM 990 ADVENTURE

2007 (57) KTM 990 Adventure. One owner from new.
KTM Orange and Black.
On road use only and always garaged. WP suspension and Brembo braking
system as standard together with ABS, Comes with Heated grips, Touring screen
(plus brand new never used original screen, Crash bars, KTM alarm, Complete
set of KTM Hard Luggage (Panniers and Top Box which are so roomy they are
good for a few weeks two up touring and you can still carry a hairdryer and
straighteners, essentials and not luxuries in my book)
It has done 30,751 miles with full KTM Dealer Servicing (last serviced end of
October 2010, including brand new rear tyre) Anything that has needed replacing
has been (Receipts)
Taxed until June 2011. Is due for it's first MOT in December so will come with
full MOT. Will also come with one years extended KTM warranty.
Genuine reason for sale – I like the bike so much I've renewed it with exactly the
same model.

£6,195 ONO = Contact Karl on 01359241552
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I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members
who go on ride outs have written, and as you can see it doesn’t
have to be a wordy passage, so feel free to scribble a few words
down, few pictures and next month you will have another great
magazine to read.
Thank you from all the readers of the Observer

• At work driving assessments and
training for car, van and LGV drivers
• Consultancy
service
to
assist
organisations to develop their road risk
management policy and procedures
• PassPlus - £75 discount, see website
for details
• Driver MOT – for older drivers and
www.csensedt.co.u
anyone with medical conditions that may
k
affect their driving
• Trailer towing – if you passed your car
Contact Glen
test after 1st January 1997, you may
Mures on 07748
need to pass an additional towing test,
195179
see website for details
• Eco-Driving – increase your mpg and
reduce your motoring costs!
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French Trip 2011
"When Maureen and I proposed a trip to France last year to visit the village of
Oradour Sur Glane we were overwhelmed by the response. In fact 23 members
were on the trip.
Although several members enquired if there would be any trips for this year,
2010, our personal circumstances have not allowed us to organise a trip abroad.
BUT in 2011 we will hopefully be organising a continental trip.
Below is the outline plan to see who is interested.
Destination: France (actual location to be decided on probably about 180 miles from Calais heading west.
Duration: 5 nights in one location
Time: Mid-May
We are hoping to book an hotel so we can visit Monet's
Gardens, do a River Seine trip, visit the Normandy
Beaches and organise a scenic
ride through the Montagne
Region (Little Switzerland).
There will also be a free day for
those wishing to do their own
thing or just laze about.
The trip will include return channel crossing DoverCalais Ferry and 5 nights bed, breakfast and dinner.
Dates and cost will be subject to
numbers.
The trip is aimed at those making
their first (or maybe second) continental outing rather than
the experienced Europhiles.
To register your interest please e-mail
maureengilbert369@btinternet.com.
We have already had a good response at August's group night
so e-mail asap.
You are not committing yourself at this stage and no deposits will be required
yet.
With kind regards.
The SAM Observer November 2010
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SAM Discount Scheme
Motorcycle Clothing Centre, Wymondham - 10% off full price
stock.
Orwell Motorcycles, Ipswich. - Discounts always available, please ask +
Discounted MoTs.
Dave Barkshire Motorcycles, Norwich, - 10% off parts & accessories etc.
London Road Inc, Lowestoft. - 10% off all stock
MaxMoto, Bury St Edmunds, - 10% off parts, clothing, accessories.(Not
tyres). 5% off workshop jobs. Certain exceptions may apply!
Bowers Motorcycles, Bury St. Edmunds - 10% off full price stock,
accessories, clothing etc.
Lind Motorrad BMW, Norwich - 10% off parts & accessories.
Washbrook Service Station - At least 10% off accessories in stock,
(not tyres), + discounted Mots.
Davey Bros Motorcycles - Discounted Mots.
Ipswich Motorcycle Accessories - 10% off all stock.
Autofit Ipswich Ltd - Discounts available, ask for Adrian Fitch,
Lings, Ipswich - 10% off Helmets, 5% off clothing, 5% off parts.
Items must be in stock,
Mototechniks, Stowupland - 10% off clothing, helmets, accessories,
oils, (not tyres), 5% off workshop jobs.
Chris Self Motorcycles who is offering SAM members the
following package:- MOT's £25, Non-OEM service items, oils, plugs,
filters batteries etc - 10% discount. Pairs of ZR rated tyres, fitted and
balanced to bike - 10% discount. ZR rated tyres fitted to "loose"
wheels -15% discount
Parkinson Motorcycles, Colchester, - 10% off accessories & clothing.
C. J. Ball of Norwich. 10% discount on labour for servicing, not during
peak summer months.
Proof of identity will be required, e.g. IAM and SAM membership cards
to be shown. If any other dealers would like to be included, please contact
Nigel Chittock or Bill Dunham.
either
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SAM has two online shops where you can purchase garments and gifts with the
SAM logo on them. In both cases you can save on postage costs by getting
together with other SAM members and combining your purchases.
The first shop is with a company called Spreadshirt. All the items in
this shop use one of three types of “printing”. With the flock or flex
“printing” the logo is cut from a sheet of material and then applied to the item.
Flock is similar to a fine felt, and flex is a plastic/nylon type material. For the
digitally printed items the logo is printed on to a special transfer sheet and then
applied to the item.

The second shop is with a company called SewPersonal. All the
items in this shop have the SAM logo embroidered on them in a
choice of Green, Silver or Gold. NB. The initial prices you see displayed within
the shop do NOT include the cost of the logo. This will be added once you select
your colour option.

You can visit either shop online via SAM’s website
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/sam-shop.html
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FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
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November’s Editorial
November has been very busy with work and
home life, been on my poor old machine a few
times but there is so much mud on the road
that the bike needs a good clean before going
to bed.
A few months ago, Bill Dunham and myself
went to Ramsgate to try to find my old boat at
the 70th anniversary Dunkirk Little Ships reunion but she wasn’t there as
the weather was inclement. Since then I heard that she is now for sale and
has been brought back to St Katherine’s Dock. Last week I managed to get
to London and had a good look round, showing my two children the
place that they spent their first 5 years, which was great to see as I haven’t
seen her for the last 8 years.

Great to see an article on night riding, reminds me of a couple of years
ago, having just past my DAS test, I had an old Kawasaki GT550 and had
been upgrading my light as it had the standard 55/60w bulb in it which
was like having a candle, anyway found a 120/90w bulb and that made a
huge difference, wired it in with a rely. Going back one moonless night in
the wee small hours the lights when out…. stopped, fuse had blown, so
what now…… I had sidelights but no main or dip beams, while sitting at
the side of the road wondering who to wake up to rescue me a car drove
past, Ping, ( can’t find the light bulb symbol ) I followed the car using his
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headlights, when he turned off I stopped again and waited for the next
car to come along. Next day changed the fuse for a bigger one, never had
a problem again.
Thank you to the following who have contributed to this month’s
magazine, bumper issue this month:
Dave Schofield for providing this month’s cover picture, which is
of a pass over the Fagaras mountains, (known as the
Transfagaras), Romania.
Rob Day for his Caption competition picture.
Thirteen Countries in thirteen days by Dave Schofield
Who do you think you are…… By the committee
Rob Day and Mike Roberts for the article on night riding
Maureen and Keith Gilbert about the French trip 2011
Nigel Chittock for the SAM discount scheme.
I’m afraid that I can’t use anything photocopied or fished off the net, but
there’s nothing stopping you writing about something that you have seen
or read.
Group Night sees the chance to win a free bottle of wine, by way of the
caption competition. Do you have a photo (or two) that you’ve taken of a
motorcycle-related topic (all the better if they include SAM members) that
could be suitable for the caption competition or for the front cover If so,
please email / post them to the editor email / address shown on page 3.
Safe Riding

Felix...

Editor for
Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists and Kawasaki GT club magazines.
If you’d like to help save the group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on group night or
send me an email.
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The SAM Directory

Don’t forget if you would like to get your name or business in the
directory then email the editor your details.

editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
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Our Venue
Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Tuesday of every month at
The Valley Restaurant, Fynn Valley Golf Club, Witnesham. IP6 9JA
All facilities, including bar and restaurant are available from 6pm.

Map courtesy of www.openstreetmap.org
Creative Commons Licence
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Observer Associate Charter
Purpose
The purpose of the Charter is to make clear the definition of what is
expected in Observer / Associate relationship.
The Observers
Have made the effort to train, not only for the IAM test but have taken
part in extensive Observer training to become Observers for the group.
They are a valuable asset to the group and give of their time freely, except
for a small contribution from the associates for their expenses. Observers
attend regular refresher training sessions with Senior Observers, support
theory nights and Riding Dexterity days.
The Associates
Are expected to have an equal commitment with the goal being
the IAM test.
Are to be available for regular observed rides ideally every two
weeks with at least 100 practice miles being covered in that period.
Continuity cannot be maintained with regular gaps of three weeks
or more or no miles between observed rides.
Must agree the dates of the next runs at the debriefing and
must practice any improvement recommendations between the runs.
Will where possible attend a riding Dexterity Day to improve
their slow speed manoeuvres and control.
Must make an effort to study the theory by reading ‘How to be
a better rider’ and the Highway Code plus attend club Theory
Nights when possible.
Cancellation of a planned run due to poor weather conditions
will be at the discretion of the Observer. If after a period of one
month, an Observer has not heard from the Associate it will be
assumed that interest has been lost and the Associate will be placed
back at the bottom of the waiting list.
When the Observer feels the associate is riding consistently at
the test standard a Cross check will be arranged with a Senior
Observer.
The Observer will give as much help and encouragement as
possible but the onus is on the associate to endeavour.
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Tuesday 16th

Dates for your Dairy
Group Night Announcements at 19:30. Followed
by Dr David Wood looking at Climate Change

Thursday 18th

Roadcraft Theory Evening. Topic: Cornering
Contact: Mike Roberts. Fynn Valley Golf Club
7:30pm

Sunday 21st

Brake Charity Road Safe. Asda Bury St Edmunds

Saturday 27th

M/C Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary School,
Ipswich. 13:00~17:00

Sunday 27th~ 5th December

NEC Bike Show. Birmingham.

December 2010
Sunday 5th

Breakfast Run 09:30~12:30
Singing Kettle, 35 High Street, Walton-on Naze,
CO14 8BG

Tuesday 14th

Christmas Party Fynn Valley Golf Club 7:30pm

January 2011
Sunday 2nd

Breakfast Run

Tuesday 18th

Group Night Announcements at 19:30. Followed
by Austin Vince sharing his experiences of
navigating the globe

Thursday 20th

Roadcraft Theory Evening Come along and learn
more about Roadcraft. Fynn Valley Golf Club
7:30pm

February
Sunday 6th

Breakfast Run

Tuesday 15th

Group Night SAM AGM & announcements at
19:30. Followed by a multi-media Quiz from Mike
Roberts.
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